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A strategy for communicating
' about uncertainty

Phillip G. Clampitt. Robert /. DeKoch. and Thomas Cashman

Executive Overview ;
Executives can communicate ahout anything, but they cannof communicate about

everything. Consequently, either explicitly or implicitly, they make communicative
choices, which, in turn, become the organization's communication strategy. These choices
are all the more important in times of great organizational uncertainty wrought by
increased global competition, quicker cycle fimes, and the ever-changing marketplace.
What are the communication strategies available to executives? How should they be
made? Which ones increase organizational effectiveness? These are the core questions
discussed in ihis article. We conclude with a case study demonstrating the benefits of
systematically developing a communicafion strategy to address organizational
uncertainty.

Talk is not cheap. After all, executives spend a
great deal of time conducting meetings, giving
speeches, responding to e-mail, and drafting re-
ports. Executives usually have less time than
money. No executive would cavalierly spend fi-
nancial capital, nor carelessly fritter away commu-
nications resources. Yet many do. Why? Perhaps
they do not realize the value of a comprehensive
communication strategy. Executives face an array
of pressing issues, including how to retain quality
employees,' combat organizational cynicism,^ and
create a dynamic, evolving workplace.^ A proper
communication strategy provides more than an-
other tool 'to address issues of this sort; it creates
the right environment. Organizations like FedEx,
which can create passion in the workplace through
consistent and energizing messages, tend to expe-
rience less employee turnover.'^ A communication
strategy can provide a hedge against employee
cynicism by ensuring that dissenting opinions
about decisions, practices, or policies are appro-
priately channeled. A well-developed communica-
tion strategy also cultivates the kind of environ-
ment more accepting of change and innovation.^
3M, for example, sows the seeds of innovation by
routinely recording and telling stories about
breakthrough products, processes, and ideas.^

Technologies like the Internet should also en-
courage executives to reconsider traditional top-
down communication strategies. Employees can

quickly and easily get information from sources
both inside and outside the organization. These
communication tools can profoundly affect work-
ers' thoughts, motivations, and actions. Executives
cannot hope to control information the way they
once did. Therefore, they need new strategies that
can adjust to these dynamics.

What Is a Communication Strategy?

The ward strategy has more frequently been cou-
pled with the word business than with communi-
cation. A long and intellectually stimulating his-
tory regarding business strategy has spawned
both controversy and understanding.'' Our aim is
not to revisit the debates but to glean the core
insights that allow us to suggest a viable, though
surely not unique, approach for developing orga-
nizations' internal communication stra_teg;ies. We
broadly define strategy as the macrgf^evel phoices
and tradeoffs executives^ make, based on their or-
ganizational goals and judgments abbut others'
reactions, which serve as a basis for action.

Strategy is different from tactics

The word strategy is derived from the Greek sfraf-
egos, which denotes generalship. Generals are
concerned with the big picture. Strategy typically
occurs at higher organizational and abstraction
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levels than tactical issues. Strategy is less easily
changed than tactics. There are usually many dif-
ferent tactics that could be used to implement a
strategy. Southwest Airlines' strategy to serve
price- and convenience-sensitive travelers is sup-
ported by a host of tactics, including using second-
ary airports, flying relatively short distances, and
using standard aircraft for the entire fleet.^ Pre-
sumably, some of those tactics could be modified
or some added and the strategy would remain in-
tact.

Strategy is less easily changed than
tactics.

Likewise, a strategic communication decision to
foster interdepartmental communication can be
accomplished by various methods, such as job ro-
tation and using cross-functional teams."^ Confu-
sion between communication strategies and tac-
tics can be problematic, because focusing on
tactical perfection does not guarantee strategic
success. An effective job rotation program may not
result in better interdepartmental communication.
While job rotation can help a few employees un-
derstand different departmental dynamics, the tac-
tic may not provide the timely information neces-
sary to alleviate conflicts between divisions.

Ta be fair, the distinction between strategy and
tactics is not always clear; often they evolve in
tandem. Nevertheless, the distinction helps struc-
ture an executive's thinking. Often when execu-
tives are questioned about their communication
strategy they say something like, "We have a
monthly newsletter and I hold quarterly meetings
with employees." This is like an executive's saying ^
to a potential investor that a new product is a
strategy. A savvy investor wants to know about the
target market, the company's underlying objec-
tives, and how the company is positioned. In short,
a communication strategy involves something
more than selecting channels.

Strategy involves choices

An organization makes choices about which mar-
kets to pursue and which opportunities to ignore.
Sometimes this is a thoughtful and explicit choice,
like using a specific strategic planning process. At
other times, it is more emergent, like the choices of
businesses focused on experimentation.

Likewise, communicators explicitly or implicitly
choose what to talk about, and what to ignore. An
executive's agenda could include virtually any-

thing from intemal issues like sexual harassment
and team building to external ones like market
share or meeting customer expectations. How the
agenda is shaped can have a profound impact on
the organization. For instance, an executive for a
dairy plant was advised that it was important for
employees to express their concerns, no matter
how trivial or misguided they might be. On the
surface, listening to employee concerns may ap-
pear to be a fine idea. Unfortunately, it turned out
to be a counterproductive practice in this company,
leading to a culture of complaint in which every-
one was free to gripe but no one did anything to
address the problems. There was no forum or
mechanism ior distinguishing between legitimate
and illegitimate concerns. The manager made an
inappropriate tradeoff in favor of allowing employ-
ees to voice their concerns instead of discussing
solutions. Consequently, everyone was dissatis-
fied, important issues were overlooked, and the
plant underperformed. Eventually, the plant man-
ager was replaced by one who insisted that all
concerns be accompanied with ideas for resolu-
tion. This drastically cut down on the/griping^hile
improving productivity. i —-A^

Managing the agenda, or what an executive
talks about is not the only critical choice. The tra-
ditional questions of who, when, where, and how
are a reasonably good starting point for develop-
ing a communication strategy:

• With whom will executives communicate?
• How will employees and executives communi-

cate?
• When will employees and executives communi-

cate?
• Where will employees and executives communi-

cate?

These are not trivial questions, far they will shape
the communication environment of executives. Un-
fortunately, many of these issues are rarely dis-
cussed explicitly, much less with an eye to the
implicit tradeoffs.

The age-old efficiency/effectiveness and short-
term/long-term dilemmas often He at the root of
these tradeoffs. It may be more efficient to send
e-mail to all employees outlining a major change,
but this is not an effective way to create employee
buy-in. Face-to-face communication is a more per-
suasive channel, because it providtes a dynamic
and effective way for dealing with employee ob-
jections. However, a rich medium like face-to-face
communication costs the organization more in
terms of time and energy than a lean medium like
e-mail.'^ A fundamental strategic question is:
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which issues are worth discussing using this ex-
pensive channel?

• Who versus what. Employees routinely report
that they prefer to receive information from their
immediate supervisor. Surveys also show that
employees are most curious about organiza-
tional plans for the future.'^ Unfortunately, su-
pervisors are often in the worst possible position
to know about future plans, understand the ra-
tionale for the plans, and advocate the plans.
There are often legitimate legal and organiza-
tional reasons why executives cannot ade-
quately inform first-line supervisors about im-
pending plans. Consequently, a strategic
question is: who is empowered to talk about what?

• When versus how. One executive insisted that
all the details of minor organizational policies
be completed before unveiling them to employ-
ees in an all-company meeting, regardless of the
number of rumors circulating. He never realized
that speed is sometimes more important than
complete two-way communication with employ-
ees. In this case, the efficiency of e-mail or voice-
mail would have been more effective in taming
the grapevine. Executives need to ask a funda-
mental question: when is speed more important
than comprehensiveness?

• Why versus what. One executive's primary fo-
rum for communicating was a quarterly meeting
with employees about the company's plans. He
provided appropriate information about how the
business was doing and the future outlook. Em-
ployees even complimented him on his ability to
explain what was going on. Strangely, many
employees were vaguely mistrustful of him. Fel-
low executives had precisely the opposite im-
pression, which made the situation even more
puzzling. The key insight came when we ana-
lyzed his communications to employees. We dis-
covered that he never discussed his underlying
motives; he communicated only about what he
was doing and not why. Equipped with this in-
sight, he slightly altered his communication
style and employee apprehensions slowly dis-
appeared. Thus, a critical question is how to
properly balance why and what messages.

There are, of course, many other tension points to
address. But the fundamental strategic issue ques-
tion persists: how do executives make the appro-
priate tradeoffs? To this issue we now turn.

Strategy involves goal setting

Virtually all organizations have stated objectives.
But determining those objectives is not a simple

task. Consider the difficulty in specifying the goals
of U.S. foreign policy. Former Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger remarked:

The problem of most previous periods was
that purpose outran knowledge. The chal-
lenge of our period is the opposite: knowledge
is far outrunning purposes. The task for the
United States therefore is not only to reconcile
its power and its morality but to temper its
faith with wisdom.'^

Similar difficulties plague executives seeking to
determine the objectives of communication sys-
tems. Many don't think about their objectives ex-
plicitly. Others have a vague objective of keeping
everyone informed, but no idea about what, in how
much detail, in what way, or how often. They have
no answer to such questions as: "How will we
know when employees have been properly in-
formed?" "Is it really possibly to keep everyone
informed about everything?" "Is it even desir-
able?" As Kissinger points out, information or
knowledge is not always the answer; it may, in
fact, be the problem.

The central question executives need to ask is:
"Why should we communicate?" Inevitably, this
leads to setting communication priorities. Unfortu-
nately, most discussions of communication never
reach this level, and implicit or ill-conceived ob-
jectives underpin the strategy.

The central question executives need (o
ask is: "Why should we communicate?"

Strategy involves anticipating reactions

The great military strategist, Edward Luttwak, ob-
served:

In the ebb and flow of reciprocal develop-
ment, the same device could be highly effec-
tive, totally useless, and positively dangerous
within a matter of months, as in the case of
rearward-looking radars fitted on British
bombers to warn of approaching fighters,
which were first lifesavers, then jammed, and
soon became a deadly danger to those who
used them . . .'̂

In the realm of business strategy, anticipating the
cascade of responses proves critical. For instance,
when a software company decides to develop
a new product, it should clearly consider how
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Microsoft would respond. Even when an opportu-
nity currently exists, the crucial issue revolves
around how competitors are likely to respond.

Likewise, anticipating the probable responses of
employees to communicative initiatives is central
to the development of a viable strategy. The dance
between the initiative and the response and then
the subsequent adjustments create the dialogue
that determines the success of the strategy. Why?
Because the messages sent influence those re-
ceived. If, for example, the message sent to em-
ployees is that mistakes will not be tolerated, then
employees will often not only make efforts to avoid
mistakes but also to avoid telling anyone that mis-
takes have been made. That dance differs greatly
from one based on a theme of learning to avoid
mistakes—a subtle difference that can have pro-
found consequences.

Strategy serves as the basis for action

Strategic planning is rarely done solely as an in-
tellectual activity. Rather the exercise is used to
focus decision making, shape personnel policies,
motivate employees, and guide a host of other ac-
tivities.

Likewise, communication strategy provides the
basis for structuring, executing, and evaluating
communication practices. AU the traditional com-
munication forums—newsletters, quarterly meet-
ings, and all-company mailings—naturally flow
from the strategy. Perhaps this explains why many
employee newsletters are littered with the dread-
ful three Bs—birthday, bowling scores, and baby
announcements. These are the debris left from su-
perficial discussions regarding communication
strategy. If no one asks about the strategic purpose
of a newsletter, it should be no surprise that it
turns into a monthly version of a high school year-
book. Yet, clarity of purpose can transform the com-
munication system while significantly improving
organizational performance.

What Makes a Communication Strategy
Effective?

Communication strategies can be developed ei-
ther deliberately or by happenstance. By chance, a
few organizations stumble on strategies that ap-
pear to work. But generally that is not the case.
Thoughtful analysis of executives' communication
needs and employees' concerns can help an orga-
nization make the appropriate choices and tradeoffs
that result in an effective strategy designed to incite
meaningful actions.

An effective strategy links to organizational goals

There is no one-size-fits-all communication strat-
egy because organizations have very different ob-
jectives. Consider, for example, an Internet-based
organization. The industry and its protocols are
changing so rapidly that a communication strat-
egy designed to provide employees with carefully
thought-out and fully developed plans would
quickly break down. Therefore, the communication
strategy should focus on speed. When the industry
matures, companies will need to develop different
approaches. In fact, researchers have linked effec-
tive communication strategies to productivity gains,
efficiency improvements, cost reductions, improved
morale, and decreased turnover. •̂  In short, aligned
strategies tend to enhance organizational perfor-
mance.

In fact, researchers have linked effective
communication strategies to productivity
gains, efficiency improvements, cost
reductions, improved morale, and
decreased turnover.

On the other hand, misaligned strategies can
hinder organizational performance. For instance,
in one medical clinic, the executive board of phy-
sicians determined that one of its key business
objectives was to increase employee accountabil-
ity. Unfortunately, the board never developed a
supportive communication strategy. In fact, its de
facto strategy was to blame the nearest employee
for any problem. The board's actions (or inaction),
therefore, ran counter to its objectives. The result
was that employees were simultaneously held ac-
countable for everything while not being responsi-
ble for anything in particular. Inevitably, this led to
low morale, high turnover, disorganization, and
ultimately, frustration on the part of patients. Even-
tually the physicians were convinced to try out a
strategic communication plan, which started with
dialogue about job responsibilities. They were
amazed at the results. The physicians finally knew
whom to talk to about what. And, of course, this
increased employee accountability.

One nonprofit business development organiza-
tion was quite proud ol its newsletter aimed at
local businesses. In fact, the newsletter received
several design awards. However, when the direc-
tor was asked about how the newsletter was linked
to the organization's goals, she honestly admitted
that she "didn't have a clue." The various awards
misdirected attention from the underlying strate-
gic purpose. In sum, communication strategies not
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linked to underlying organizational goals are as
effective as an aesthetically pleasing advertising
campaign that fails to generate business.

An effective strategy legitimizes certain issues
and delegitimizes others

A successful communication strategy is as much
about what is not said as it is about what is said.
By setting the agenda, executives shape the play-
ing field. In one case, we quite literally determined
what was in bounds and out of bounds. The culture
of complaint become so debilitating in the dairy
plant described previously that executives drew a
diagram of what they should talk about and what
they should not talk about. (See Figure 1.) The
executives introduced the diagram, discussed why
it was needed, and how it was to be used in an
all-employee meeting. Then the diagram was
posted in every supervisor's office and meeting
room. "Are we talking in the circle?" became the
plant mantra for several months. Gradually the
culture of complaint was transformed into a cul-
ture of confronting core concerns. Companies that
promote their core values or competencies are es-
sentially doing the same thing. The values direct
attention away from presumably irrelevant mat-
ters and shift attention to core issues.

An effective strategy shapes organizational
memory

There are many factors that influence the interpre-
tation of events, but few are more important than
memory. Brain researchers tell us that memory
serves as a template that allows us to discern
differences and similarities between events. ̂ ^ The
aim of the communication strategy, therefore, is to
create the proper kinds of memories.

Consider the following situation. A development
team spent an enormous amount of time and en-

ergy launching a new product line. Team members
gave up weekends and vacation time to meet their
quality standards and deadlines. Unfortunately,
the product line was not received well in the mar-
ketplace. The crucial issue was how this event
would be remembered. Employees invested their
minds and hearts in the project, and it failed. Un-
fortunately, most employees remembered this as
the time that senior management did not support
them, complaining that the product would have
succeeded if management had invested a few
more dollars in the marketing effort. Consequently,
they were discouraged and less inclined to devote
much energy to future projects. There was an al-
ternative. Senior management could have created
a different memory—one based on the need to
learn more about the marketplace before launch-
ing a product line. Thus, organizational memory
creates a climate that can facilitate innovation or
kill it.

The communication strategy has a great
deal to do v^iih how events will he
remembered, which in turn shapes
employee responses.

The communication strategy has a great deal to
do with how events will be remembered, which in
turn shapes employee responses. There is a lot of
discussion these days about the learning organi-
zation, but it is important to note that employees
often learn the wrong lessons as well as the right
ones. Executives have a responsibility to create the
right memories.

An effective strategy makes sense of the
confusing and ambiguous

One of the by-products of the information age is
that employees often receive a vast array of infor-

/A
Gossip

Problems with
no solutions

Issues out of
our confroi

Purpose-directed energy
• Share new information
• Solve legitimate problems
• Discuss procedural violation
• Clarify plant values
• Refine mutual expectations

Sel/-induced
problems

Shouting

Complaints ahout
problems we 're

working on

FIGURE I
Are We Talking in the Circle?
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mation that is confusing, contradictory, and am-
biguous. Karl Weick perceptively comments on
this fact of corporate life:

The problem is that there are too many mean-
ings, not too few. The problem faced by the
sensemaker is one of equivocality, not one of
uncertainty. The problem is confusion, not ig-
norance. I emphasize this because those in-
vestigators who favor the metaphor of infor-
mation processing often view sensemaking,
as they do most other problems, as a setting
where people need more information. That is
not what people need when they are over-
whelmed by equivocality.^'^

Employees use a variety of methods to cope with
this situation. Some are healthy, such as discus-
sions with other employees. Others are not, such
as ignoring potentially useful information. Weick
advises:

One message for practitioners is that what is
real is more up for grabs than they realize,
which means their presumptions can have a
major influence over how others describe re-
ality. Furthermore, managers need to author,
examine, and critique realities thought to be
in place. They cannot take those realities for
granted or assume they are obvious to anyone
else.'^

Acting on his counsel is a daunting cha l lenge-
similar to simultaneously assuming the roles of
mind reader, detective, analyst, pundit, fortune-
teller, and dramatist.

Consider the situation of the maintenance em-
ployee who asked an executive during a quarterly
meeting about the meaning of downtime. His su-
pervisor always pressured him to finish repair jobs
in the allotted downtime slot for a piece of indus-
trial machinery, even if he felt the job required an
extra hour of work to do the job right. He was
perplexed and frankly angry over the fact that the
same machine could be shut down for production
reasons a couple of days later. He inquired:
"What's the difference between an extra hour of
downtime on Monday when you shut the entire
machine down on Thursday for two days?" The
executive responded: "Not running a machine dur-
ing scheduled production time costs the company
about $500 an hour because we pay a penalty for
not meeting customer deadlines. When we choose
not to run a machine several days later, it costs us
only about $150 an hour." The employee's confu-
sion was certainly understandable, as was the ex-

ecutive's response. In essence there were two
kinds of downtime, not one, as most people would
reasonably assume. Confusion of this sort occurs
all the time. An effective strategy allows employ-
ees to ask these kinds of questions and get a sen-
sible answer—even if they don't agree with the
response. The alternative is that employees, like
this one, become further confused and disenfran-
chised.

An effective strategy provides a proper point of
identity

Employees who think of themselves as buggy whip
makers are different from those who consider
themselves leather craftsmen who happen to make
buggy whips. Which will more quickly adjust to
changes in the marketplace? The specificity of the
buggy whip makers' point of identity restricts their
horizons as well as their employers'. This is why
thoughtful organizations pay close attention to the
language they use in everyday discourse. Xerox,
for instance, defines itself as the document com-
pany, which is quite different from the photocopy
company. Presumably a document company can
build the machinery to make photocopies, but it is
not conceptually restricted to do so. Increasing the
variety, complexity, and subtlety of the language
changes the way employees think about what they
do.'^ Names have consequences.

Increasing the variety, complexity, and
subtlety of the language changes the
way employees think about what they
do.^^ Names have consequences.

Consider those special organizations that are
immersed in a quality culture that drives the com-
pany toward customer satisfaction. Walking
around companies like Southwest Airlines, Mil-
liken & Company, and Wainwright Industries, Inc.,
you see evidence of that culture everywhere—on
posters, work shirts, letterhead, and employee li-
cense plates. Quality is not merely some kind of
slogan but a deeply ingrained way of life. Depart-
ments measure their performance against quality
standards that are linked to compensation and
bonuses. The quality culture provides a unique
point of identity and commonality for all employ-
ees. It is what distinguishes these companies from
the others. And it works. Consider the hourly em-
ployee who was arguing with a midlevel manager
about how to pack a semitrailer with a paper prod-
uct. The hourly worker invoked the company's cus-
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tomer and quality process: "This is the way the
customer wants us to pack it. I thought we believed
in focusing on the customer." Result: the trailer
was loaded the way the customer wanted. In many
companies, the hourly worker would quickly ac-
quiesce to those higher in authority. Thus, the
proper identity provides employees with an un-
usual power that perhaps meets some of their most
basic human needs. That identity also, of course,
provides the organization with a unique method
for resolving conflicts that are not based solely on
organizational status.

An effective strategy evolves

As an organization's goals and employees change,
so must the communication strategy. For years,
Merrill Lynch prided itself on fostering relation-
ships with customers through well-trained full-
service brokers. Only recently did it decide to
break from this tradition and offer discount broker-
age via the Internet. This was, no doubt, a painful
change in communication and business strategy,
but a necessary one in light of the changing expec-
tations of customers. The old assumptions were no
longer valid.

Reassessing assumptions is one source of re-
newal. Strategies can also evolve by carefully
evaluating feedback about the various communi-
cation practices, initiatives, and programs. A com-
pany, for example, may have the right message but
use the wrong channel to communicate it. Regret-
tably, many executives choose to ignore the re-
sponses to their communication strategies and tac-
tics. The nastiest gremlin to exorcise is denial.

Strategies can also evolve by carefully
evaluating feedback about the various
communication practices, initiatives, and
programs.

Careful observers will note that the first three
attributes are mainly concerned with the underly-
ing needs of a successful organization. Creating
focus, setting priorities, and shaping proper mem-
ories are classic notions related to organizational
effectiveness. The second set of attributes focuses
more on the underlying needs of employees. Hu-
mans are sense-making creatures; we need to re-
duce disorder, uncertainty, and confusion in order
to properly function. Likewise we need to identify
with others or ideas that motivate us. And finally,
we all need to mature and evolve. How well an
organization meets its own needs and those of its

employees is intimately linked to the communica-
tion strategy.

Which Communication Strategies Do Executives
Use?

Unfortunately, few organizations have communi-
cation strategies with the attributes previously de-
scribed. An organization's strategy often simply
emerges from existing practices with little hard
thinking about the process or consequences. After
assessing numerous communication systems and
reviewing relevant literature, we discovered the
following typical strategies:^^

• Spray & Pray. This strategy is based on the idea
that management should shower employees
with all kinds of information. Executives hope
that employees will be able to sort out the sig-
nificant from insignificant. The motives seem
admirable because managers often assume that
more iniormation equals better communication
and decision making. Simple, yes. Effective,
rarely. Consider one CEO who was perplexed by
a communication assessment that suggested
that employees were confused about the direc-
tion of the organization. He told us that he sent
out detailed e-mail messages on a weekly basis.
But most employees were ill-equipped to discern
the differences between salient messages and
those less so. Many complained that even ii they
knew what was happening, they did not have a
clue about why decisions were made. Some em-
ployees only attended to information that sup-
ported their own personal agendas, while others
were overwhelmed by the amount of informa-
tion. In short, the CEO's implicit prayers were
rarely answered.

• Tell & Sell. With this strategy, managers com-
municate a more limited set of messages that
they believe address core organizational issues.
First, they tell employees about the key issues. -
Second, they sell employees on the wisdom of *
their approach. The tell-tale sign: executives
who spend the majority of their time planning
sophisticated presentations, but who devote lit-
tle energy to fostering meaningful dialogue with
employees about concerns related to their pro-
posals. Assuming that employees are passive
information receivers, these executives rarely
think that feedback is necessary. They may also
believe that they are in the position to know all
the key organizational issues. These assump-
tions are dubious at best. Employee skepticism,
if not cynicism, can be the long-term conse-
quence because employees tire of yet another
program of the month. ;.
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• Underscore & Explore. Executives using this ap-
proach iocus on several fundamental issues
most clearly linked to organizational success,
while allowing employees the creative freedom
to explore the implications of those ideas in a
disciplined way. Such executives assume that
communication is not complete until they know
how employees react to the core ideas. There-
fore, they are concerned not only with develop-
ing a few core messages but also with listening
attentively for potential misunderstandings and
unrecognized obstacles. The case study at the
end of this article provides a detailed example
of how one company implemented this strategy.

• Identify & Reply. This strategy marks a depar-
ture from the first three because it focuses on
employee concerns. It stresses the importance of
making sense out of the often-confusing organi-
zational environment. However, this is funda-
mentally a defensive posture in which execu-
tives identify key employee concerns and then
reply to those issues. Employees set the agenda,
while executives respond to rumors, innuen-
does, and leaks. The strategy emphasizes the
importance of listening to employees. The as -
sumption is that employees are in the best po-
sition to know the critical issues when, in fact,
they may not know enough to even ask the right
questions.

• Withhold & Uphold. Executives withhold infor-
mation until necessary; when confronted by ru-
mors, they uphold the party line. Secrecy and
control a re often the implicit values of those who
embrace this strategy. Executives adopting this
strategy often assume that information is power,
and they don't want to share it with anyone.
Others assume that employees are not sophisti-
cated enough to grasp the big picture. Consider,
for example, retired General Chuck Horner's as-
tonishingly blunt remarks about the U.S. mili-

tary's leadership problems during the Vietnam
War:

I didn't hate them because they were dumb,
I didn't hate them because they had spilled
our blood for nothing. I hated them because
of their arrogance . . . because they had
convinced themselves that they actually
knew what they were doing and that we
were too minor to unders tand the "Big Pic-
ture. "2'

Unfortunately, bit terness of this sort, if perhaps
less vehement, infects most organizations adopt-
ing this strategy. When executives adopt this strat-
egy the rumor mill inevitably works overtime,
while productivity grinds down.

Executives certainly use other strategies or hy-
brids of these approaches. But note the underlying
tendencies. On one extreme, employees receive all
the information they could possibly desire, while
at the other, they are provided little or no commu-
nication. Strategies at the extremes have a similar
quality: employees have difficulty framing and
making sense out of organizational events. Discov-
ering salient information, focusing on core issues,
and creating the proper memories are left to em-
ployees' personal whims.

We use a crescent-shaped continuum to visually
highlight those similarities. (See Figure 2.) The
strategies toward the middle tend to offer employ-
ees more guidance by prioritizing communications
and providing relevant specifics. These strategies
also tend to be the most sensitive to employee
needs, although they make different assumptions
about the nature of those needs.

Table 1 presents an evaluation of these basic
strategies based on the criteria we previously dis-
cussed. Executives might convincingly argue that
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Table 1
Evaluation of Strategies
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issues memory organizational events
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identity

49

Evolves

Spray & Pray
TeH & Sell
Underscore & Explore
Identify & Reply
Withhold & Uphold

any one of these strategies might be appropriate in
a certain situation. During a war, generals (even
General Homer) may be well advised to adopt an
Identify & Reply or perhaps a Withhold & Uphold
strategy. Small organizations operating under
great time constraints might find that the Spray &
Pray strategy works reasonably well. However, af-
ter carefully examining the impact of various ap-
proaches, we are convinced that those strategies
at the ends of the continuum usually limit organi-
zational performance. As a general rule, we be-
lieve the Underscore & Explore strategy maximizes
organizational potential by creatively synthesizing
executives' initiatives and employee concerns. It

As a general rule, we believe the
Underscore & Explore strategy maximizes
organizational potential by creatively
synthesizing executives' initiatives and
employee concerns.

allows executives to shape the agenda as implied
in the Tell & SeU strategy, while devoting time to
employee concerns as suggested by the Identify &
Reply strategy.

Developing an Effective Communication Strategy

Dozens of tools are available for developing stra-
tegic organizational plans, but comparatively few
exist for creating communication strategies. We
divide the process into three overlapping phases:
discover, create, and assess. We depict these
phases in Figure 3 as triangles to signal the rela-
tive breadth of the intellectual and intuitive chal-
lenges faced during the activities within each
phase. For example, establishing the goals of the
communication strategy is less daunting than dis-
cerning the core organizational issues worthy of
being addressed. The overlapping triangle sym-
bolizes how the results of each phase provide the
starting point for another major thought-provoking
endeavor. The communication goals, for example,
provide the core around which an innovative strat-
egy can be designed. This entire activity takes
place in the ever-changing internal and external
environment, which may affect the process in un-
predictable ways at any time.

Phose i: Discover

The basic objective in phase one is to discover the
fundamental themes and translate that insight

Phase J: Discover Phase 2: Create Phase 3: Assess

Organizdiional environment

FIGURE 3
Developing a Communication Strategy
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into Specific goals. Three activities are necessary
in order to accomplish this feat.

Study the organization

Without a fairly thorough understanding of the
organization, the various constituencies, and the
communication system, it would be exceedingly
difficult to develop a viable strategy. When study-
ing something as complex as an organization, it is
difficult to precisely identify what may eventually
prove relevant. Communication strategists need to
cast a big net to fully understand the goals of
executives, the aspirations of employees, the chal-
lenges faced by the organization, and the nuances
of the existing communication system. The implicit
and explicit knowledge gained in this research
expedition provides the basis for a sound commu-
nication strategy.

Discern the critical themes

Discerning the underlying themes is the most im-
portant and difficult task in the entire process. It is
the only way in which executives can significantly
improve the odds that the communication strategy
will succeed and the organization will move for-
ward, and is difficult because there are so many
competing interests. For instance, it is hard for
many executives to choose the one or two most
important values to pursue over the course of year.
Employee- driven issues often compete with exec-
utive-driven initiatives. For instance, a senior uni-
versity administrator's desire to develop greater
employee accountability is not necessarily congru-
ent with the professorate's desire for academic
freedom.

Discerning the themes is also difficult because it
involves identifying the most important latent pat-
terns that hinder organizational performance. De-
termining that employees are dissatisfied and
executives frustrated is relatively easy. But deter-
mining how these two issues are fundamentally
related is a much more vexing task. Likewise, iden-
tifying all the organizational issues that need to be
addressed is fairly straightforward, but finding the
underlying connection and determining what to do
first is not.

The most successful strategies emerge at the
nexus of organizational, executive, and employee
orientations. A strategy driven only by organiza-
tional necessity is unlikely tu succeed. Consider
the relatively spotty success of organizations that
downsize. A strategy driven only by executive de-
sires is unlikely to be sustainable. It is estimated
that 70 percent of the CEOs who fail do so because

of poor execution: initiatives are not completed
and commitments are not kept. As a result, employ-
ees are unsupportive.^^ p^^ strategy driven only by
an employee orientation is unlikely to be disci-
plined enough to remain competitive. The sad
state of many public schools demonstrates the per-
ils of ignoring the needs of society. Finding the
sweet middle spot is most likely to create enough
focus, motivation, and relevance for the organiza-
tion to excel.

It is estimated that 70 percent of the
CEOs who iail do so because of poor
execution: initiatives are not completed
and commitments are not kept. As a
result, employees are unsupportive.

Establish the goals

Discerning the core issues for organizational suc-
cess provides the necessary background for estab-
lishing specific communication goals. The goals
typically revolve around pushing certain vital
messages, while allowing employees to pull other
related messages and information. For instance, 20
percent of the communication goals for one com-
pany involved pushing or pulling a cost-reduction
message:

• Focus employee thinking on the personal impli-
cations of reducing costs (push).

• Provide recognition of employees who are actu-
ally reducing costs (push).

• Make available timely information about the
status of cost-reduction efforts (pull).

The central question is: If the communication strat-
egy succeeds, what should happen in the organi-
zation? Presumably when the communication
goals are achieved, then the objectives of the or-
ganization, its executives, and its employees have
been achieved.

Phase 2: Create

The communication strategy is built around the
strategic goals established in phase one. The two
essential activities are developing the specific
messages, protocols, tools, and plans needed to
achieve the communicative goals, and implement-
ing the strategy.

Develop the strategy

Effective strategists learn that anticipating reac-
tions of others is a key to success. For example.
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unless the company previously discussed demon-
strated how cost cutting benefited union employ-
ees, it would not be very motivating. In fact, the
company decided to link cost cutting and long-
term viability to produce the core message. While
cost cutting was both an organizational imperative
and an executive initiative, the long-term viability
issue was crafted to link to employee needs for job
security. The company pushed this core message
in a variety of ways, including producing a short
video of employee-driven cost-cutting projects that
improved the company's long-term viability. In ad-
dition, an Intranet Web site was planned that en-
abled employees to pull information on the com-
pany's cost-reduction efforts. For each of these
initiatives the company specified the goal, target
audience, and rationale.

One of the problems at this stage is that most
organizations already have a communication sys-
tem in place that may or may not be appropriate. In
fact, there is a strong temptation to merely adapt
existing tools and hope for the best. One organiza-
tion relied almost exclusively on written commu-
nication to inform and persuade the troops. The
senior executives were continually frustrated by
the lack of employee buy-in, despite the time they
devoted to honing their messages. New brochures,
more frequent memos, and even a new e-mail sys-
tem did not seem to help. The executives never
thought systematically about their communication
efforts. Years later, after the team was replaced, a
new senior executive realized the essence of the
problem—a lack of face-to-face communication
driven by explicit goals. Unfortunately, his prede-
cessor had left in place a fairly elaborate commu-
nication infrastructure built around written com-
munication. Reorienting the communication system
involved considerable effort, because the existing
staff was ill-equipped for the new demands.

Implement the strategy

A successful implementation is based on sound
tactics and execution. The decision to create the
cost-cutting video may be strategically sound, but
if it is not well-produced and seen by enough em-
ployees, it will fail at the tactical and execution
levels. Fortunately, a wealth of resources is avail-
able to executives on how to successfully create
videos, deliver speeches, plan meetings, and cre-
ate compelling Web sites. In fact, most basic com-
munication skills training focuses on effective tac-
tics.

Phase 3: Assess

No strategy, thoughtfully designed or not, is per-
fect. That is why the final assessment stage is so
critical; it provides the necessary corrective feed-
back to improve both the strategy and tactics. Em-
ployee surveys, focus groups, and observations are
all useful tools. Ultimately, we want to know if the
communication objectives are being reached. For
instance, are employees thinking about how they
can cut costs? We also want to evaluate the re-
sponses to the core messages and the effective-
ness of communication systems and vehicles.
Skilled assessors learn to distinguish between
mere awareness, motivation, and action. Aware-
ness is often the starting point and may be a pre-
liminary goal; but the ultimate test for most com-
munication strategies is to shape actions.

The assessment phase can contribute much-
needed communicative discipline because it helps
ensure that the central messages affect the orga-
nization in the desired way. Two major tempta-
tions plague the executive after implementation.
First, executives, often having restless disposi-
tions, tire of repeating the core messages and
teaching employees about the implications of the
ideas. Executives routinely underestimate how
long it takes to effectively communicate.

Execufives routinely underestimate how
long it takes to effectively communicate.

Proper assessment processes should demon-
strate how long it really takes to have an impact on
employee thinking and behavior. Second, execu-
tives may be tempted to overload the system with
too much information or too many core messages,
resulting in confusion and lack of focus. An assess-
ment procedure, like a focus group, could uncover
the employees' quandaries.

Assessment processes also provide an effective
way to help the organization assimilate and stabi-
lize the strategy. Implementing a vigorous commu-
nication strategy is like initiating any other major
organizational change effort. Executives should
expect similar problems, like employee resistance.
Deciding, for example, to routinely discuss the im-
plications of the company's financial results with all
employees may undermine a manager's perceived
power base. Likewise, some employees will not im-
mediately be convinced of the need for the change.
These aptly named late adopters often understand
the importance of a well-developed communication
strategy once the data reveals less grapevine activ-
ity, greater employee focus, and progress on organi-
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zational goals. In short, assessment processes sug-
gest ways to improve the strategy and tactics, while
helping organizations institutionalize a more effec-
tive underlying communication system.

We have described this process in a fairly linear
fashion, but it is actually far more dynamic. Core
messages are often shaped by constraints on the
communication system. If employees are geograph-
ically dispersed, a rich dialogue about a new orga-
nizational initiative may prove difficult to foster. The
message may have to be modified to fit that con-
straint. For instance, effective political campaigns
are usually based on relatively simple sound bites
designed to garner votes, not necessarily to produce
understanding. To some extent, this is just a natural
result of the heavy dependence on television as a
tool to reach the masses. If print were the medium of
choice, it would no doubt shape a different kind of
message. Thus, the dynamic interplay between
channels and messages, senders and receivers, and
ultimately between reality and the ideal, have a pro-
found impact on the final strategy.

One Company's Experience With Uncertainty

There was a time when employee communications
could be more carefully and fully planned. Today,
care has given way to speed and planning to un-
certainty. Unfortunately, the old ways of communi-
cating are deeply ingrained not only in the com-
munication systems of most organizations but also
in the expectations of employees. Consequently,
any attempt to develop a communication strategy
based on speed and uncertainty is fraught with
resistance on a variety of levels. The following
case illustrates the magnitude of the challenge.

Background

This manufacturing organization has a rich history
of great financial success and world-class cus-
tomer service and products. The strategy was de-
veloped for one of the unionized plants that em-
ployed approximately 1,000 people, including 200
engineers, support staff, and managers. The com-
munication system was based on the following
conventional vehicles: quarterly plant-wide meet-
ings with the plant manager; a bimonthly newslet-
ter filled with the traditional three Bs; and periodic
all-plant e-mails from senior executives.

Discover phase

Like most companies, the firm approached commu-
nication from a tactical rather than strategic level.
The company knew it was important to get the word

out, but was fairly undisciplined in identifying core
messages. It bombarded employees with news about
productivity gains, financial results, training pro-
grams, and the like. Unknowingly, it used the Spray
& Pray strategy.

However, when it came to issues regarding the
future, such as layoffs or crewing changes, the com-
pany was unusually reticent, and was reactive
rather than proactive. In this area, the firm adopted
the Withhold & Uphold strategy. If it felt it could keep
something secret, it would. And there were a number
of seemingly good reasons for doing so. Executives
felt they had been burned when they talked about
possibilities. Some employees transformed talk of
possibilities into promises about the future. Then
employees felt they were deceived when the prom-
ises were not kept. After numerous instances like
this, many executives kept a stony silence about
future events until the last possible moment. For
example, a major reengineering of a machine was
announced only a week before it was to take place.
Employees were reduced to reading the proverbial
tea leaves and relying on an unusually robust rumor
mill. The formal communication system exacerbated
the problems for several reasons. The messages
tended to be overly formalistic, which did not invite a
lot of useful feedback. Timing of announcements
was often poor, being driven by the quarterly meet-
ing schedule. The fairly long segments of time in
which there was an information vacuum were filled,
of course, by various rumors.

Something had to change. Simultaneously main-
taining the Spray & Pray and Withhold & Uphold
strategies was untenable for a company commit-
ted to continuous improvement. Providing all the
information employees could possibly want while
avoiding the issues they cared about most bred
discontent and mistrust. In fact, the prevailing
opinion was that management was either evil for
withholding information, stupid because it didn't
know what was happening, or helpless since it
never reacted until the last minute. We dubbed
this phenomenon the terrible triad.

In fact, the prevailing opinion was that
management was either evil for
withholding information, stupid because
it didn't know what was happening, or
helpless since it never reacted until the
last minute. We dubbed this phenomenon
the terrible triad.

To those who complained about communication,
executives replied that they provided more infor-
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mation about finances and productivity than any
other company in the industry. While fundamen-
tally true, the claim was essentially a way to avoid
the underlying conundrum. Management felt it
could not trust employees to responsibly deal with
information of a speculative nature, while employ-
ees believed they could not trust management to
provide them with reliable information. Both were
right and both missed the bigger picture of how
these beliefs were mutually reinforcing to create a
toxic climate.

Once this fundamental destructive cycle was
identified, we decided on a new approach based
on the Underscore & Explore strategy. A select
group of executives had five critical insights. First,
executives had to determine a central theme or
message that was linked to key plant goals. It was
no longer going to spray information and pray that
employees would understand the critical issues.
Second, the theme had to be pushed for an ex-
tended period of time through multiple channels.
Third, employee expectations about the nature of
communication had to change. Fourth, all mem-
bers of the management team, not just the execu-
tive team, had to play a significant role in the
communication process. Fifth, the existing commu-
nication system needed to be modified in ways to
achieve these objectives.

Creafe phase

Formulating a core message was fairly straightfor-
ward. We wanted to directly attack the terrible
triad that management was stupid, helpless, or
evil. Management did not always know exactly
what was going to happen, but it had some fairly
good ideas; it simply wasn't sharing them out of
the fear of being misunderstood. Consequently,
management was not helpless. Evil was more dif-
ficult to attack, since it dealt with motives. Our
hope was that by addressing the first two issues,
we could change the perceptions of those few who
held this belief. During numerous meetings, the
core issue of uncertainty kept surfacing. Once em-
ployees came to believe that the marketplace was
rapidly changing, they would understand why
crewing levels and orders were constantly in flux.
Of course, that meant that executives would have
to admit that there were many things they simply
did not know until events dictated a change in
direction. We did give some thought to pushing the
message of flexibility—the appropriate response
to an uncertain environment. But after thoughtful
discussion, we decided that both management and
employees needed to do a better job of embracing
uncertainty.

This theme was aimed at changing the funda-
mental beliefs of many employees. Therefore, we
decided to push this theme for at least a year and
then make an assessment of the effectiveness of
the campaign. All the previous information about
financial results and productivity gains would be
available or could be pulled by employees but it
would be presented in such a way to stress the
importance of embracing uncertainty. In other
words, management would interpret information
in light of the core theme. For instance, instead of
merely providing information about the number of
production runs, we would discuss what that infor-
mation meant. Thus, an increase in the number of
products run indicated that employees on that ma-
chine had the ability to work in an ever-changing
environment.

The exploration part of the strategy was a little
trickier. Our aim was to quickly discover and re-
spond to employee concerns, misconceptions, and
points of resistance. The slowness of the existing
system augmented the influence of the rumor mill,
and created expectations that when formal com-
munications actually did occur, they would be
complete, thorough and accurate. In a fluid envi-
ronment, precisely the opposite was true. So we
wanted to substitute speed for completeness and
thoroughness. Accuracy would emerge over time
like a continuously updated weather map. The
closer we got to D-day, the more accurate the pre-
diction.

We therefore created two key communication
channels designed to improve timeliness and ex-
plore employee perceptions: a biweekly pulse re-
port and supervisor briefings. The pulse report was
designed to quickly ascertain employee concerns.
We divided the thousand employees into 12 ran-
domly selected groups. Approximately every two
weeks, one of the groups was asked to confiden-
tially respond via e-mail to 10 close-ended survey
questions. They were also asked the following
open-ended questions: What is your most impor-
tant job-related concern? If you could ask the plant
manager one question, what would it be? The con-
fidentiality of respondents was maintained by
having a consulting firm compile and summarize
the results in a formal pulse report issued every
other week. The report was distributed to all man-
agers and used as a basis for discussions in their
departmental meetings.

Responses to the concerns were communicated
in three ways. First, the plant manager selected
two key issues that emerged from the pulse report
and responded to them in a brief e-mail to all
employees. Second, the plant manager responded
to each of the open-ended questions and e-mailed
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his responses to the participating group members.
This may sound like a daunting task, but many of
the questions were similar and the motivational
benefits were enormous. Finally, the pulse report
was used as a basis to construct a supervisor brief-
ing points memorandum, which suggested re-
sponses to two key issues that supervisors could
discuss with their employees. Supervisors were
briefed every two weeks about the memo. Every
briefing point memo had three key sections: story
or learning opportunity, what we know now, and
what we don't know. The aim of the story was to
constantly link information to core values and
goals. The purpose of the what-we-don't-know sec-
tion was to continually reinforce the embrace-
uncertainty message.

Assess phase

The strategy started working faster than we ever
anticipated. Figure 4 is a graph of employee re-
sponses to two pulse report questions, "I under-
stand the direction of the plant" and "I understand
why the plant is headed in the direction it is." In
both cases, after only six months employees began
to report greater agreement with those statements.
In fact, within two years the percentage of employ-
ees who felt they understood the plant's direction
increased from 20 percent to 80 percent. Moreover,
management resistance to the strategy of provid-
ing rapid, and admittedly incomplete, information
started to melt away.

What Lessons Did We Learn?

We learned a number of lessons from this case study
about communication strategy in general, and about
communicating uncertainty in particular:

Use redundancy and repetition

Redundancy and repetition demonstrate that execu-
tives are serious about their quest. Repetition in-
creases the odds that everyone will at least hear the
core messages. This is often challenging for execu-
tives because they are easily bored. A degree of
fortitude is necessary to recognize that even though
executives have delivered a message a hundred
times before, this may well be the first time certain
employees have heard it.

Redundancy is more challenging than repeti-
tion. We defined redundancy as communicating
a similar message in different ways, like a stop
sign that uses language, shape, and color to
send the same message. Thinking of clever ways
to signal a similar theme provides a wonderful
opportunity to find all kinds of links to specific
examples of the core messages. For instance, one
unit of the manufacturing plant described in the
case was the first to start quickly processing
smaller orders. The plant manager seized on this
situation and discussed how employees from
this unit were embracing uncertainty by success-
fully adapting to rapidly changing customer de-
mands. His praise delivered in quarterly meet-
ings provided reinforcement of the core message,
while also recognizing those particular employ-
ees and motivating others. Moreover, the redun-
dancy provided subtle but potent hints about the
future implications of the core messages. In this
case, the notion of embracing uncertainty was
clearly linked to becoming more flexible. Re-
member that we believed that employees needed
to embrace uncertainty before we pushed the
flexibility message. Otherwise, we would have
pushed a response to an unseen need.
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AiJow (he core messages to evolve

There is a point of diminishing returns when all
that can be accomplished with particular core
messages has been accomplished. Finding that
point may be tricky. Awareness of the core mes-
sages is not enough. Instead, acting in accordance
with them is the critical issue. Assessment tools,
like the pulse report, can provide useful insights,
but this tool probably measures employee aware-
ness more than actions. Other signs, such as the
spontaneous use of a core message to justify a
decision, or employees' telling success stories re-
lated to the core notions, may be more valuable. In
our experience, it takes at least a year to effec-
tively underscore key messages.

As we hinted before, embracing uncertainty was
only the starting point. Executives, managers, and
employees soon realized how few tools they had
for effectively dealing with uncertainty. In essence,
the embrace-uncertainty message created a need
with no related solution. Obviously, the next core
message should address the concern. In fact, the
following year, the executive team decided to push
the idea that everyone needs to develop pre-
science, which they defined as "effectively antici-
pating and adapting to the likely future."

Clearly, this ability was directly linked to the
uncertainty message. But it had several other ad-
vantages. First, it was more proactive. Those who
are prescient are not helpless; they are actively
involved in a host of activities designed to improve
the accuracy of their predictions. Second, it high-
lighted the fact that no one can perfectly predict
the future. Even the weather service is constantly
improving its predictive capabilities; the uncertain
is ever-present. Likewise, the plant had to be pre-
pared to address many issues as they arose. Third,
it underscored the fact that the plant was entering
into unknown territory. Most employees were un-
familiar with the term. The necessary vocabulary
lesson was symbolic of learning a new language.
This did, in fact, happen. Cycle time, speed, pulse
on the plant, and time to market were words and
phrases that started to be regularly bandied about.

Engage employees at all organizational levels in
communicating the core messages

Executives often make the mistake of assuming
sole responsibility for communicating core mes-
sages. Clearly they have a fundamental responsi-
bility, but the strategy cannot be sustained through
their efforts alone. Managers and employees need to
be an integral part of the process. In this case, man-
agers were asked to routinely brief employees about

what they knew and, importantly, what they did not
know. Training was provided and every two weeks a
briefing points memorandum was circulated to all
supervisors. This was a way to underscore the inher-
ent uncertainty of information, regardless of the
source. This turned out to be quite a culture shock. As
one employee said after an executive's briefing: "Af-
ter all these years, it's nice to see management admit
they don't know everything."

Anficipafe and respond to employee resistance

Almost any core message worth communicating
will make some employees uncomfortable. Conse-
quently, they will ignore or resist the underlying
objectives of the strategy. Skillful executives learn
to use the resistance as a persuasive opportunity.
Instead of minimizing employee concerns, they ac-
knowledge, legitimize, and objectify them. Con-
cerns are often linked to some vague feelings of
unease related to the perceived loss of status or
fear of the unknown. Other concerns are more spe-
cific such as fear of economic loss or disruption of
routines. In either case, effective executives ex-
plore the resistance as a means to underscore the
key messages.

Almost any core message worth
communicating will make some
employees uncomfortable.

Employees don't naturally embrace uncertainty.
In fact, despite their protestations, many crave cer-
tainty. Their concerns about uncertainty are often
obliquely expressed. In this case, two common em-
ployee refrains were heard: "I don't feel like I'm
hearing the whole story," and, "How am I supposed
to plan my week in this environment?" On the flip
side of the same coin of concerns, supervisors com-
plained: "I don't want to say anything until I know
the whole story," and, "If I make any kind of pre-
diction about the future, it becomes a promise to
employees." The concerns were mutually reinforc-
ing and created a conundrum that had to be ad-
dressed if the strategy was to succeed. By linking
the expressed concerns with those that were unar-
ticulated, we were able to address successfully the
underlying issue of both employees and supervi-
sors. The expressed concern revolved around a
fear of not having the full story. The unarticulated
concern revolved around why no one knew the full
story. Many employees felt, and supervisors
feared, that executives were evil, stupid, or help-
less. In fact, no one knew or would ever know the
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whole story, which was the fundamental unspoken
fear implicit in the expressed concerns. That is
why planning and prediction were so precarious.
How does one plan, organize, communicate, and
function in such a situation? Executives directly
addressed the issue by telling different kinds of
stories^—tales that evolved without a clear begin-
ning and ending point. Unlike previous narratives,
executives highlighted the importance of flexibil-
ity and adaptabil i ty. Concerns were addressed by
saying: "This may be shocking but we are not cer-
tain if this new product will succeed. We believe it
will but we will have to keep you posted."

Plan on frequently discussing the future

One of the surprising results of the exploring part
of the strategy was how frequently the issue of the
future and job security popped up. The pulse report
allowed randomly selected employees to ask the
plant manager one question on a biweekly basis.
Over the course of a year, these two issues were
the central themes about 80 percent of the time,
despite the fact that the plant manager routinely
addressed the concerns. The frequent appearance
of similar concerns in the pulse report vividly dem-
onstrated to executives and supervisors that com-
municating once about a subject is never enough.
Even though executives may have tired of the sub-
jects, employees' communication needs on these
issues were almost insatiable.

However, the character of those concerns did
change over time. lob security initially attracted
the most attention. While reassurance about job
security was always necessary, in time the future
of company activities became the predominant is-
sue. Employees wanted to know about future prod-
ucts, marketing plans, new customers, and the suc-
cess of research efforts. Some executives were
amazed at the sudden upsurge of interest in these
issues. But it really should not have been a sur-
prise. Their interest was akin to always watching

While reassurance about job security was
always necessary, in time the future of
company activities became the
predominant issue.

the weather reports and planning their activities
accordingly. In short, the high level of interest was
an indication that employees were embracing un-
certainty because they were learning to watch the
metaphorical weather reports and, accordingly,
plan their activities.

Use fhe core messages to frame auxiliary issues

Executives can't ignore other issues just because
they have decided on a few core messages. But
focus can be maintained by properly framing those
concerns.^^ The frame acts as a lens through which
the other issues are viewed, highlighting certain
images and refracting others. Plant managers, for
example, simply cannot ignore safety concerns,
even though safety may not be one of the core
messages. But the safety issue can be framed or
seen through a different lens. In this case, that is
exactly what executives did when communicating
about safety. They talked about the unique safety
issues that occur in rapidly changing and uncer-
tain environments. As a result, the core message
was reinforced while a special aspect of the safety
issue was highlighted.

Align the communication tools with the core
messages

In most organizations, there is a strong temptation
to use the same communication tools regardless of
the core messages. Fortunately, the executives in
this case did not succumb to the lure of the tradi-
tional. If they had, they never would have under-
stood the depth of employee concerns. Moreover,
the traditional tools would have subtly under-
mined the core messages. The traditional quar-
terly meeting and newsletter simply would not
have provided the rapid transmission of informa-
tion and framing necessary in a highly uncertain
atmosphere. A quarterly weather report is not ter-
ribly useful. Instead, the pulse report and regular
supervisor meetings supported the strategy.

The choice to embrace uncertainty was not an
easy one, nor was the choice to systematically
develop a communication strategy. Most people
crave certainty and are inattentive to their commu-
nication strategies. Yet, the merits of both choices
are virtually unassailable. Uncertainty is a fact of
corporate life. How executives choose to manage it
has an important influence on their organization's
effectiveness. And the communication strategy
that executives embrace has a great deal to do
with how effectively the organization manages un-
certainty.
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